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Our conceptions of honesty, decency, and integrity detennine who and
what we are. We should ask exactly what is our concept of "right" and
"wrong." As we can seldom circumvent the level of our skills, talents, or
conscience, our decisions and conduct are the product of moral reference. It is
suggested that education and training are the means to earn what is wanted
from life, therefore, the educated man, at least ideally, doesn't have the
temptation to cheat or steal. Further, it has been said, "One need not be as
worried about the multiplication of sinners as with the disappearance of sin."
The standards of any discipline were all once black and white, which was
positive because it was easy to make "right" judgments. However, due to the
growing complexity of all disciplines, forensics being no exception, there is a
need for a revival in moral integrity. We must convince ourselves that it is no
longer enough to say we "should," but rather we "must"
As a communications educator and a forensics coach for some twenty
years, 1 have functioned as the majority of us do by participating in the main-
stream of the discipline only marginally. Decision-making, governance, and
overall responsibility has been left to those who "chose" leadership roles. As
the observer, looking in from the fringe, judgments and criticisms of the sys-
tem have become all too easy and often shortsighted. Likewise, this discipline
that has allowed me to function, has grown to such complex proportions with
divergent views and politics that all have grown shortsighted with regard to
accountable ethical practices. We have come to assume too much.
aTtJie"Irem1'ofrthis'discipline~tniist Yest~a22.rmI!?n_&!2un~:-"a 11E~e~:
:Pffife~i'tiiifEode of ethics which calls for accOlli1ti1)ility"arall'levels-:-Ywould
~uggestthat thisl1rnot anideai'-but a necessity. TherefOre,-tIlls"j)apei willad-
'dresshowlfSysremofapplioo philosopHy lUnctions and should be viewed,
what constraints and CODCrolSare inherent in ethical behavior, and what ac-
tions and alternatives are necessary for a code of ethics to be viable.
Prom the late 1960's to the present, the study of philosophy has under-
gone a shift in orientation that has become quite pronounced. The concerns for
epistemology and metaphysics that dominated the early half of the century
have given way to ethics and social and political philosophy. The expression
"applied philosophy" suggests taking of a standard philosophical theory, or
technique, and "applying" it to anyone given area (Le., criminal Justice,
medicine. rhetoric, etc.). Yet the application is far from simple:"XS Allii'n-r
'Goldman ~Moral:Eoun<latibns'of"Profe'Sglorfal;E"tffiCs.,SWes~~s~
mOral,priocipleS-may not, probably. wilLnot, worK umfOifuly across au:hl'
prores'Sioiis'1'"'(135)::However .-wJUi'ti(::comlll~1'!:'iS"the mlmD~T'brwhich '1ffi:":
"- plied.philosophy~functions..l ' ,
Applied philosophy requires a command of the details of the discipline or
profession that precludes quick and easy solutions. In phenomenological
". "'- " I f .~\ {f ./J .1
tenns, the practitioner must immerse himself in the experience, suspending
critical judgments. Specifically, he may attempt to qescribe, define, classify,
and generalize the mores, customs, traditions, morals and laws which
"regulate"the discipline. Or he may discuss facts, points-of-view, and the spe-
cific actions associated with a given case(s) within the discipline. However,
pure imagination cannot be the only tool, as the system of "facts" surrounding
the judgments must literally speak for themselves. Thus, accuracy in fact-
gathering is implicitly important.
As the philosopher moves toward a critical standpoint, familiar forms of
rationality--currentethical theories--turn out to be inherently problematic.A1. - .I
r~oug~ theY~I!fa.r~e~~~tives !om_wt!!~J1~~v~~@g!jo.rcritiq~-r
po be"maoe; lliey'1aCldiiiWity and1i1aYlleed «roo rework:~ ~ooeslgned, 1!l!~
occasi~12verhaul~ to yield th~ir insights. For example,'".iL'Y~ar~ to~- ,
r:.m.ptfse a syst"emof ~thlCSonJorensl(~.~, tl.!~sta!!~~ !D~t~stablished,on.the
-basis 'of the "reality" of'the situation; cufient practice, and a fihfi understanding
'brme underlying assumptiollS'1>y~whictr'we operare. Alia: perfiaps most im-
I portant,is"to"specifically'identify"w!k> !>rwh.,3tis funciioning'in -the role of,
r"philosopher" or the "applier/formulmor" of The system. pnly when the con-
cems~of all Within the discipline are at least attempted to be addressed, can the
''philosopher'' move toward a viable solution, or system of ethics for that par-
ticulardiscipline. ',' " -- ~- - - -- "t
":.R~<M3:et1iicalprecCptS:are.applied..to'problemsfrom'different
(RefSpectiY.es. fThe social scientist attempts to describe how we behave and may
conclude what specific actions should be; the moralist attempts to tell is in
general terms how we should think and act and attempts to "persuade" us to act
in the "right" way; the ethical theorist attempts to systematically question and
critically examine the underlying principles of morality; casuists attempt to
draw upon moral principles, law, religion, and related areas to decide concrete
cases of morality or ethical behavior. In essence, beyond the descriptive level,
when "dealing with principles which establish standards for action, ethical
theorists have in common with casuists and moralists an interest in the
normative, that is the 'regulative' phase of ethics. Their distinctive function,
however, is a 'deliberative' one, for they are interested in the examination of
underlying assumptions and the critical evaluation of principles" (Albert, 4).
The above approaches may be used singularly, or in a combination, as
they are not mutually exclusive. However, in the forensics community the fo-
cus has been on the "moral" or "theoretical" aspects, not on the "application"
of an ethical standard. Thus, a closer scrutiny of casuistry, or "applied ethics,"
is warranted. As already suggested, casuistry attempts to deal with specific
cases of morality or ethical behavior, matters of conscience, or conflicts of
obligation. Casuists act in two capacities--"advisory" and "adjudicative." In the
advisory function, the practitioner guides individuals on choices of action that
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surround a given situation. For example, one might attempt to resolve the
conflicting duties when the father of a starving family has no option but to
steal. The practitioner also has an adjudicative function, for he must bring
forth various principles that are relevant to a given case and judge the guilt and
responsibility of the offender(s) by examining various aspects of the situation.
In the case of the man who is faced with stealing, the practitioner must apply
the principles of justice and mercy to bring balance to the demands of the par-
ticular case. Most importantly, the decision or judgment must rest on a realis-
tic, objective, fair, consistent standard that reflects the overall constituency or
discipline, of which anyone case is reeresent.a~_.. "".""""'--
- ,tI1i~~~~naJ..standard of..ethicsi~!='!code~of.ethic~~-=
guir~.developme~Jyshould~"based'on an'"objective
~~~"flfCtS,..thm"reJJese@eJ!l8Uls'[~-of c~~t.practi~~ ~j!h!h7the -
ratScllililte:and.,at least.has.llie.potential for...mandaililgd"esponsitiility andac~
=CPiintaDiJ,(tyon}li'e1lm:of"th~m~niBeiS,of'UiernsciphiTe. 'Ieis-ute opinion of
this writer that effort should be focused toward the implementation of a mech-
anism to insure the accountability of participants within the forensics com-
munity. However, concern and constraints that limit and determine one's com-
pliance with a professional code of ethics must first be considered.
According to Joseph W. Towle in his article, "Moral Issues in American
Business," generally people fail to ascribe to a professional code for various
reasons. First, one might view the standard as a conflict of interest which oc-
curs when the professional standard is not in sync with personal beliefs. Sec-
ond, ignorance of an ethical standard, or confusion in the intent of the standard,
can inadvertently render the individual incapable of complying with the sys-
tem. T6ird, the individual might view the standard as having bias toward one
faction of the profession or the individual has lack of empathy for the rationale
behind the standard. In either case one sees one's self as separate from the main
body of the profession. Fourth, the standard is viewed as inadequate to meet
the perceived needs of the individual within the profession. Finally, failure to
abide by an ethical standard is often due to the lack of any "real" consequences
if the standard is not followed. When no accountability exists, the individual
often views the standard of ethical behavior as being irrelevant, or lacking
worth. It is this last reason that is seen to be the most negative condition (3-
21). By contrast, the individual is most likely to abide by a professional code
of ethics when the code is clearly defIned, universal, and consequential. Thus,
the need to establish policy reflecting current practices is vital to theimple-
mentation of a professional standard of ethical behavior.
Within the forensics community obligatory compliance with any binding,
ethical code is virtually non-existent This places the burden of professional,
ethical behavior on the individual. In the ideal sense, we argue that the only
valid system of ethics occurs when the individual "truly" and "objectively"
\, \, \ \. ",
recognizes the moral "goodness" or "badness" of his/her actions. If we estab-
lish "truthful," consistent arguments for moral behavior, then the theoretical
precepts should insure "good," moral choices. This stand has merit when we
concentrate on defining how individual choices are made in the world where the
primary pursuit of truth is paramount; however, reality profoundly compli-
cates matters.
Primary conflicts surface when we are forced to behave according to the
way the world "is" rather than the way the world "should" be! The conflicts
further escalate when we attempt to balance "doing what is right" and "being
happy." In attempting to grapple with these extremes, no absolute can be de-
fined, but supposedly solace can be found in our ability to use "principles" as
the basis for behavior. However, the confusion does not end, for now we must
consider "who's principles"?! ...
As professionals in the forensics community, we must deal with the con-
straints and pragmatics of the real world. Simply put, if we were afforded the
luxury of stoically resting under the bell jar of the ideal, there would be no
need to pursue accountability as it would be the presumed end Unfortunately,
we can't Further, as already seen, choices of individual behavior are left to in-
dividuals without any sense of consequence. This can and will result in ethical
behavior too often punctuated with compromised shades of gray - '1t doesn't
really matter. . .", "It might not be the right thing to do, but. . .", "I do the
right thing most of the time. . ." Rather than working toward a valid objective
choice, we compromise ourselves and thus the profession. In addition, all too
often the situation determines the ethical behavior rather than the standard, or
code of ethics, determining the choices within the situation. In the practical,
gristmill pragmatics of competition, budget constraints, recruitment, tacky
motels, one too many stops at McDonald's, the pure unadulterated need to
win, and plain survival, we have all been guilty of some form of unprofes-
sional, unethical, immoral indiscretion of some degree. Still, we are account-
able.
As the constraints grow profoundly complex, all too often rather than act,
we simply choose not to because it is extremely difficult and many times very
painful. Since there is no punitive aspect for inaction or unethical behavior,
we choose not to recognize or deal with breaches of ethical behavior as it ap-
pears to be trivial, useless, and/or inconsequential. Again, we concentrate on
the "moral" and "theoretical" aspects of what we should do, but deny account-
ability and responsibility for what we do.
At this point I must emphasize that this paper is not an indictment of any
individual or particular faction in or around the forensics community, but
rather a call for closer attention to what we are not doing, to questions we are
not asking, to responsibility we are not taking both as individuals and as a
discipline, to alternatives that will begin to address a need or a systematic ap-
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proach to accountability as an intrinsic part of our code of ethics. However, it
is pertinent to establish what has been done in recent years to address the
question of ethics in forensics.
In 1984, the Second Developmental Conference in Forensics was held in
an attempt to establish cooperation among various forensics organizations.
Two specific committees dealt at least in part with the question of ethics. A
resolution proposed by the Committee on Interorganization Cooperation
established a "Council of Forensics Organizations" under the direction of the
Speech Communication Association. The council was to coordinate activities
and professional goals of various forensics organizations. One recommended
action was to "develop a Code of Ethics applicable to all forensics organiza-
tions," though no action of the Council would be binding on individual orga-
nizations (Parsons, 49-52].
The Committee on Ethical Advocacy was commissioned by the Steering
Committee of the '84 Conference "to develop a broad, thoughtful, philosophi-
cal statement of the ethical responsibilities of forensics participants" (13). It
was stressed, however, that "this statement [was] not meant to replace existing
ethical codes; rather it [was] designed as a supplement to those codes" (13).
However, the report suggested that the existing codes of various organizations
were limited, only "listed" prohibited behavior, and provided little or no justi-
fication for their existence. What resulted was the document entitled "The
Ethics of Forensics" (15-19).
Since that time it is clearly recognizable that overall there has been valid,
sincere effort to abide by ethical practices and to embrace and encourage dia-
logue to improve ethical standards. However, simply put, it has not been
enough and one problem exists. As suggested throughout this paper, we have
dealt with "moral" and "theoretical" aspects of applied philosophy but not with
that which addresses accountability, namely casuistry. One statement is "The
Ethics of Forensics" focuses on this area, "Appropriate sanctions for unethical
behavior also should be applied where needed" (17). Moreover, we are still a
group of relatively segmented bodies on various levels that operate separately
and have no obligation to abide by any universal code of ethics. Thus, we are
"safe" from formal accountability and responsibility.
Before addressing the issue of applied ethics further, a distinction should
be made. Within the framework of forensics, each organization is free to
"practice" the craft within the parameters of the "policies" set forth by the in-
dividual governance s~m. However, each is still part of the whole forensics
disciplinerA,pmi~iOOal cooeO'fei1iicsmust serve as"tfieuriiversafcomer: .
stQl!ffOf'1>3iifcipaiion in thj<discipline. Itsh9uld.not s!:!py!ementlll rndividU8l
~8hiza~!!:!.code .of ethicS;.t!Ie-U,jdiviQualorgaiiization 'scode should sup-
~p'lement Dle1!!livefS!\lcode. What is a breach of professional ethical behavior






zations. Most importantly, the ethical standard should be consistent with and
representative of the current forensics discipline.
In order to finnly establish an acceptable basis for a professional code of
ethics, the challenge comes in stimulating meaningful questions rather than in
establishing finite answers. Therefore, a dynamic, systematic approach is nec-
essary. Piecemeal research must be discouraged by establishing an agenda of
priority research questions. The process of applied philosophy requires a sys-
tematic analysis of the "universe" being considered; only through research can
specifics be recognized as to what is needed and desired by the overall disci-
pline. In other words, we must defme the "real" world, or what exists.
To address the question of accountability within a professional standard,
there must be a willingness to see the code of ethics as universal and consis-
tent with the "real" world Further, a sense of consequence is pertinent to one's
participation. Over the years a variety of situations involving both individuals
and groups of individuals have run the spectrum in degrees of seriousness. It is
my firm belief that many were serious enough to demand close scrutiny and
judgment by the forensics community; however, there is generally reaction
rather than action. This can inherently weaken an ethical system. As stated
the current forensics code calls for "sanctions" but provides no means for
"sanctions" to be imposed Therefore, for purposes of discussion, I propose the
establishment of a competent, impartial board of inquiry representative of the
entire forensics discipline that would be empowered to examine, evaluate, and
judge individual cases. Even though the proposal is extreme, it warrants
examination as an alternative that actively pursues accountability. (please note
the practicality and means of implementation are deleted, as consideration of
this proposal is meant only as a starting point for discussion.) Individually we
pride ourselves as being "ethical", "moral", etc.. yet as a profession we are
faced with the necessity of producing a means to enforce a professional code.
Perhaps. the ultimate test of accountability is that viable, individual, ethical
behavior should stand the scrutiny of a competent, impartial board of inquiry
at all times.
In conclusion, constantly expanding horizons demonstrate that moral rec-
ommendations have to be offered from a comprehensive perspective which, at
best, is difficult to achieve. Applied philosophy, specifically ethics, estab-
lishes the basis for establishing viable, comprehensive policy to insure the
maintenance of forensics standard. In particular, representation from all fac-
tions of the discipline can prove effective in identifying and appraising the ba-
sic assumptions underlying policy, in clarifying language, in testing the
rationality of arguments, and in locating the basic principles on which agree-
ment must be secured. Piecemeal proposals run the perpetual danger of having
good intentions thwarted by those who fail to view accountability and respon-
sibility as an integral part of professional ethical practice. Consequently, as a
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discipline in constant tension from a wide range of vested interests, rehashing 
what is in place and/or total revolution is at times both necessary and desir­
able. Clearly, ongoing, philosophical dialogue leads to the creation and im­
plementation of fair, consistent, and defendable policies for the protection and 
continued growth of the forensics community as a whole. 
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